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Agenda

• LIRNEasia’s approach:  The case of lowering 

Internet prices in Indonesia

• Policy entrepreneurship for inclusive 

development and innovationdevelopment and innovation

– Ongoing work on communicating research 

findings on inclusive agricultural supply chains 



WiFi in Indonesia

• In 2003-06, WiFi was huge in Indonesia
– More Wi-Fi deployment in Indonesia than most countries
– Wi-Fi was used in backbone segment of networks
– Were there generalizable lessons?

• But high WiFi use did not result in high Internet 
penetration
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Research showed WiFi in Indonesia was a 

workaround innovation

• Domestic leased lines were not given to ISPs/were expensive

2Mbps link 2km 200km

Indonesia USD18,000 USD 45,000
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Network Characteristics-Indonesia
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Research � Policy

• “Why are we kicking own goals?” talk at Oct 1, 
2005 inauguration of networking meeting 
organized in collaboration with MASTEL, the 
Indonesian Telecom Society, caused the 
Director General to abandon prepared notes Director General to abandon prepared notes 
and try to justify leased-line practices

– Media briefing prior to ceremony: media lapped 
up the story

– MASTEL held its own news conference few days 
later asking for lower leased line prices







From LIRNEasia blog, 6 mo. after 

intervention (March 2006)
“The Indonesian Communication Minister has obviously seen the newspaper 
coverage of the WiFi study since he cites figures from the findings from our study 
and reiterates some of our key recommendations. The news story tells of the 
government’s plan to decrease broadband tariff. The Minister says that he wants a 
revolutionary regulation in two months’ time.

The original Bahasa news story is here, the English translation is below:

The Government Studies Method of Lowering Broadband Tariff

Achmad Rouzni Noor Ii – detikInetAchmad Rouzni Noor Ii – detikInet
Jakarta, March 14, 2006

The government promises to conduct a study to lower broadband internet tariffs. If 
required, it is ready to issue revolutionary policies.

Minister of Communication and Information Sofyan Djalil admitted that internet 
rate in Indonesia is more expensive than other countries. “Broadband (rates) is 
45 times more expensive than other countries. Therefore, we will try to reduce 
monopolistic regulations,” he said on Tuesday.

“Bottom line is, our regulation must promote equal level playing field. What 
important is that it is pro-consumers,” Sofyan added.”

Meme



But we kept up the pressure . . . 

• Presented leased-line data again to senior 
government officials (including Indonesia) at 
APECTEL meeting in Calgary, April 2006
– Informally learned that Minister had told officials at 

his weekly breakfast meeting he did not want to hear 
any more on leased lines at international meetings
his weekly breakfast meeting he did not want to hear 
any more on leased lines at international meetings

– Officials sent to India to verify claims re price 
differentials

• By April 2008 (30 months after findings were 
released in Jakarta), leased line prices were 
reduced by 69-83% 



Success

• Research yielded policy change that allowed 

more people (including the poor) to use the 

Internet

– But, the WiFi “innovation” disappeared– But, the WiFi “innovation” disappeared

– Indonesia began to use WiFi in a normal way, at 

the customer end of access network, not in the 

middle



Inclusive development & innovation

• Inclusive development occurs when 

– the necessary condition of high, sustained growth 
above 7 percent year-on-year &

– the sufficient condition of a majority of the 
country’s work force being engaged in high-country’s work force being engaged in high-
growth sectors, are satisfied 

• Innovations that contribute to inclusive 
development are inclusive � primarily, those 
that contribute to achieving the sufficient 
condition



Inclusive knowledge-based economies 

research module 2010-12

• Seeks to understand smallholders’ terms of 
integration to export-oriented agricultural 
supply chains in 

– Bangladesh (Jute & Potato)

– India (Mango & Pomegranate) &

– Sri Lanka (Pineapple & Rubber)

• Explicitly focused on inclusion

• Field work completed; synthesis paper 
ongoing; communication campaigns underway







Next steps

• FAO is convening a meeting of senior officials of 
agriculture ministries in Bangkok, April 2-3, 2012

– LIRNEasia has been promised half a day 

• Communication campaigns in three countries, e.g.,

– Stakeholder event focused on specific supply chains in – Stakeholder event focused on specific supply chains in 
Bangladesh, modeled on presentation to members of Sri 
Lanka Vegetable & Fruit Exporters Assn

– Media coverage

– Opportunistic interventions

• Money ends in June 2012; no 30 months this time 
(dysfunctions of project funding)




